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Abstract: The study of entrepreneurial intention sheds new light on the complex dynamics of
entrepreneurial behavior. This research contributes to the academic debate by examining the gap
in studies on entrepreneurial intention in Latin America, considering the importance of gender
differences and their effects on entrepreneurial intention. Thus, this study is a contribution to
research on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) related to social equity, in the areas of quality
education (SDG 4), gender equality (SDG 5), and inequalities reduction (SDG 10). To study gender
entrepreneurial intention phenomena differences, researchers have taken refuge in the Theory of
Planned Behavior (TPB) and focused their analysis on a group of economics and business students
from a coastal campus of a Chilean University. In a two-step methodological process, the authors
verified the applicability of the entrepreneurial intention questionnaire (CIE) with the selected sample
and then calculated entrepreneurial intention using the CIE instrument. Contrary to general literature
results, the study shows that there are no significant gender differences in entrepreneurial intention
levels. Furthermore, there is neither evidence for gender differences in any of the three entrepreneurial
intention factors, i.e., (a) attitudes, (b) subjective norms, and (c) control of perceived behavior.

Keywords: entrepreneurial intention; theory of planned behavior; gender; entrepreneurship; blue
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1. Introduction

Recent research on entrepreneurship education underscores the need for a better
understanding of the complexity and dynamics of the entrepreneurial learning process.
This research stream maintains that, in addition to understanding cognitive processes, the
interaction between affective and conative constructs is essential to analyze entrepreneurial
behavior [1–5]. The entrepreneurship phenomenon and the interest to know more about
entrepreneurial characteristics have led researchers around the world to increase scientific
production that tries to understand the factors and different dimensions of entrepreneur-
ship [6,7] Among them, a fertile line of studies related to entrepreneurial intention. Litera-
ture defines entrepreneurial intention (EI) as the identification of the conviction to create a
business and conscious planning for its realization in a future time [8].

Starting a business requires individuals to do planned work. Besides the individual’s
value system, their culture, social, family, and educational environment can shape the
desire to create or not create their own company [8]. However, given that the creation of
companies involves the planning of behavior on the part of the individual, the literature
has shown that the behavioral intention models; considering aspects about culture, social,
educational, and family environment; are robust in this field of research on entrepreneurial
intention [9]. In particular, the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [10,11], had been widely
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used in various areas to predict different types of behavioral intentions [12–16]. As many
authors claim, TPB constitutes the most widely used model in the study of EI in different
countries [17–21].

EI literature had been systematically measuring how individuals’ self-efficacy, sub-
jective norm, and attitude explain entrepreneurial behavior. The present study inquiry is
about one EI dimension related to EI, which is gender. There is countless research that has
indicated the interest in studying the effect of gender on the entrepreneur intention [22–26].
Literature shows controversial results about the differences between male and female EI
measures. The issue of gender EI differences had been tested for a variety of groups and
individuals. Some studies indicate that there are gender differences in the propensity
towards entrepreneurial activity and business initiatives [27,28]. For example, Tsui [29]
demonstrates that women perceive a higher degree of fear of failure and a lower degree of
self-efficacy than males in the USA and Belgium. Other studies, such as Wilson, Kickul,
and Marlino [30] find gender effects on entrepreneurial self-efficacy examining in two
sample groups of adolescents and adult Master of Business Administration (MBA) stu-
dents [30], explain that the females present a higher level of self-efficacy that leads to a
higher degree of EI.

Further, literature on entrepreneurship considers that university students conform
to a community with high entrepreneurial potential [31]. Additionally, student samples
are a good way to represent aspects of society’s potential entrepreneurial activities [32].
Considering differences in gender EI and the university student entrepreneurial potential,
this study revisits the controversy about the effect that gender has on IE, measuring the
result in the university community. Accordingly, this study seeks to answer the possible
gender differences in entrepreneurial intention in a population of administration and
economics students in Chile.

The study presents a case about a university coastal campus. This city, Viña del
Mar, is well known for its level of tourism and entrepreneurship related to leisure in the
summer seasons. Researchers applied an instrument developed by Rueda, Moriano, and
Liñán [33]. This instrument measures IE using an entrepreneurial intention questionnaire
(CIE). The sample surveyed corresponds to 435 economics and administration students
in the city of Viña del Mar, belonging to a population of 867, with a response rate for
the applied instrument of 50.17% undergraduate students of that study program at the
headquarters of Andres Bello National University (UNAB). This university is a secular and
private institution created in 1988 and which is characterized by admitting students of all
creeds and diverse disciplines. The university has been classified as a massive university,
oriented to undergraduate training, whose students come mainly from emerging social
sectors [34–36]. It is important to mention that the administration and economics program
has a national femininity index distributed by 45% of women and 55% of men [37,38].

Results show that there are no significant gender differences in entrepreneurial inten-
tion levels. Furthermore, there is no evidence for gender differences within any of three
entrepreneurial intention factors, i.e., (a) attitudes, (b) subjective norms, and (c) control of
perceived behavior.

2. Entrepreneurial Intention and Gender
2.1. Entrepreneurial Intention

The importance of IE lies in the fact that it is considered a prerequisite to entrepreneurial
action [39]. The first model of entrepreneurial intentions within the framework of the
entrepreneurship literature was the Entrepreneurial Event Model (EEM). Shapero and
Sokol [40] proposed that there are a group of factors that need to be studied together with
individual entrepreneur traits to understand the whole complexity of any intentional be-
havior. In their model, these authors propose that the desirability and feasibility with which
an individual perceives the entrepreneurial event will impact their decision to start up. The
model presents high importance to the desirability and feasibility of entrepreneurial action.
If one perceives that the creation of a company is unfeasible, one can conclude that it is
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